
Best CSGO Gambling Sites 2023: Find the Top
Games and Bonuses

Guide to the latest CSGO skin gambling sites with safety,
reputation, provably fair and KYC all factored into this list of the
best CSGO betting sites.
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We understand you, with so many CS:GO gambling sites popping out it ’s hard to pick a solid one.

That ’s why we’ve built this ranking of the best CS:GO gambling sites, after analyzing the entire

market and only picking the safest, most rewarding and fun platforms in existence.

Let ’s show you what the top CS:GO casinos are, so you can choose your favorite one today to

start gambling to win lots of cash and awesome skins!

List of CSGO Betting Sites in 2023

Here you have our ranking of the best CS:GO gambling sites you can join right now, because they

are Provably Fair, have excellent games, offer huge and frequent bonuses, amongst other benefits.

Just choose your favorite, join it and start gambling!

�.  CSGORoll: Most Complete CS:GO Gambling Site

�.  CSGOEmpire: Best For Playing Roulette

�.  CSGOLuck: Best Bonuses and Promos

�.  CSGO500: Best for Crypto

�.  WTFSkins: Best for CS:GO Jackpot

�.  CSGOPolygon: Best for Mobile Gambling

�.  CSGOCock: Best for Playing CS:GO Crash

�.  FarmSkins: Best for Cashback

Each one of these sites is great in a particular area, so you need to pick a casino that will help you

to obtain the kind of experience you’re looking for. If you need help choosing the perfect CS:GO

gambling site for you, then find a short guide on how to do it at the bottom of this page.

#1- CSGORoll: Most Complete CS:GO Gambling Site
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CSGORoll has been around since 2016, making it one of the veterans in the CSGO gambling

industry. It ’s the most complete CS:GO gambling site because it excels in all the areas that matter:

It offers plenty of CSGO games

It brings you huge bonuses and promotions

It runs seasonal giveaways worth thousands of dollars

It supports several payment methods with fast processing times

It provides kickass customer support service

CSGORoll is especially good when we talk about PvP games such as Coinflip, Dice or Case

Battles, because you can find lots of available games every hour, and you can even bet against a

bot, making it easy for you to play and earn any time you wish.

If you want a CSGO casino that is great in every single aspect, then CSGORoll is the perfect

choice. Especially if you’re just starting out, CSGORoll will introduce you to CSGO gambling the

right way.

#2- CSGOEmpire: Best For Playing Roulette

CSGOEmpire only focuses on Roulette, Coinflip and match betting. Quite limited in terms of

games, but it ’s positioned itself as the best CS:GO gambling site to play CSGO Roulette since 2016,

here’s why:

Plenty of available games every minute, 24/7

100% Provably Fair

Exclusive bonuses for playing CSGO Roulette

Frequent big payouts when the “Dice” symbol wins.

Furthermore, the site also offers free cases and bonus cases, so you can obtain even more skins

that you can cash out or use for playing roulette, coinflip or placing bets on CSGO matches.

CSGOEmpire is the ideal game if all you want to play is CSGO Roulette, because with so many

rounds every minute, you can easily run your strategy, especially since you can gather data from

the platform thanks to the Provably Fair system.

#3- CSGOLuck: Best Bonuses and Promos

CSGOLuck is the best when it comes to bonuses because it will reward you with 5 free CSGO

cases when you join it. Every single one of these cases brings you the chance to win skins, which
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can be classic ones or legendary ones that will cost several hundreds or even thousands of

dollars.

Apart from the excellent welcome bonus, CSGOLuck also offers a decent catalog of games:

Minesweepers, Coinflip, Roulette and Crash. All of which have available rounds every minute, so

you can play at any time, and provide a good experience on desktop and mobile.

CSGOLuck also brings free bonuses to existing users, along with giveaways just like CSGORoll. So,

it ’s a good idea to join this platform, because the bonuses and promotions alone will help you to

grow your bankroll.

Finally, the platform also supports several payment methods with little fees and fast processing

times, be it crypto, eWallets, bank accounts, etc.

#4- CSGO500: Best for Crypto

If you want to rely solely on crypto for funding your CSGO gambling sessions, then CSGO500 is

the way to go. It supports deposits and withdrawals in the following cryptocurrencies:

BTC

ETH

USDT

DOGE

XMR

XRP

LTC

EOS

SOL

ADA

MATIC

XLM

TRON

BNB
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AVAX

As you can see, you can use crypto at CSGO500 with total freedom. And the processing time and

fees are completely reasonable.

CSGO500 is not only a great crypto CSGO casino, but also one of the most complete in terms of

games. You can play Plinko, Roulette, Crash, Duels, as well as casino games such as slots from

providers like Pragmatic Play and live casino games from suppliers like Evolution Gaming.

In terms of bonuses, CSGO500 also brings you free credits that you can use on the games you

wish, just by signing up using a valid promo code.

#5- WTFSkins: Best for CS:GO Jackpot

WTFSkins is one of the most solid platforms out there, but when it comes to CSGO Jackpot, it ’s

truly the best. The jackpots at WTFSkins tend to get bigger than in other CSGO casinos, and since

it has lots of liquidity, you can play multiple rounds throughout the day.

The site also offers a nice welcome bonus of free skins that you can use on Jackpot, Crash,

Roulette, or Case Opening. And let ’s not forget about the giveaways, which can bring you free

valuable skins and lots of diamonds. They like to give away valuable skins such as the Paracord

Knife Crimson Web, which is a good reason to join WTFSkins today.

#6- CSGOPolygon: Best for Mobile Gambling

If you want to play from your smartphone or tablet, then CSGOPolygon will bring you the best

mobile gambling experience from all the CSGO sites we’ve listed here. The mobile website loads

real fast and adapts to practically every screen, resolution and device in existence.

You can play different games from your mobile device such as rash, Coin Flip, Roulette, Dice,

Blackjack. And since you can claim a bonus of free skins or cash, you can use it to play your

favorite games without risk.

Even though CSGO500 is the king of crypto CSGO gambling, CSGOPolygon also supports several

cryptocurrencies, making it a good alternative in case CSGO500 doesn’t offer the mobile

experience you’re looking for.

#7- CSGOCock: Best for Playing CS:GO Crash

CSGOCock is one of the newest CSGO casinos, but it has quickly managed to become the top

CSGO gambling site for playing Crash. It has officially dethroned WTFSkins in this category due to

the following reasons:

CSGOCock has brough the Crash game a fun, engaging and fresh theme
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The site is 100% focused on Crash

You can play dozens of rounds per hour

It brings frequent big payouts

You can claim exclusive Crash bonuses.

On top of that, CSGOCock also brings you a Skin Upgrader, Tournaments and lots of bonuses. You

can claim bonuses by completing simple tasks such as playing a specific number of rounds of

Crash, winning a specific prize, placing wagers bigger than a specific number, and more.

All in all, CSGOCock is the best platform out there for playing CSGO Crash because it ’s focused

on this game, it brings exclusive bonuses by the lots, which you can claim by completing easy

tasks.

#8- FarmSkins: Best for Cashback

FarmSkins is a CSGO casino where you can take part in Case Opening, Skin Upgrader and Case

Battles. What makes this site so special is that you will always get a cashback in the form of

bullets, which is a currency you can use to buy more cases.

Many of our recommended CSGO gambling sites offer some form of cashback, but FarmSkins is

the king in this category. Because it brings many bullets, which you can actually use to buy and

open more cases, so it makes it easier for you to grow your inventory or bankroll.

With a gigantic selection of cases and skins, it's the perfect platform if you’re a conservative

gambler that focuses on Case Battles, Case Opening and upgrading skins.

Furthermore, FarmSkins will bring you free money when you join it by using a promo code, so you

can use this bonus to get started without risk.

How to Join Any of our Recommended CS:GO Casino
Sites

Have you already picked your favorite CS:GO casino from our list but don’t know how to join it

yet? Then let us show you how to do it. Even though the steps will vary depending on the site you

choose, you can join most of them in the following manner:

�. Select a site from our list

�. Logging via Steam or using your email

�. Create your account

�. Enter your promo code
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�. Claim the bonus and start playing!

Don’t forget to use the promo code, so you can obtain your exclusive bonus which can bring you

free credits, free skins, cashback or free bets that you can use on games like Crash, Roulette, Poker,

and more!

How to Pick a Trustworthy CS:GO Gambling Site

We’ve also broken down the exact process we used for building this ranking. We share it with you

so you can learn why each one of these sites is safe and guaranteed to bring you an exceptional

CS:GO gambling experience.

Does it have a valid license?

It ’s important to start by checking if they hold a valid gaming license from entities like Gibraltar,

Curacao, Isle of Man, or Malta. This will ensure that the platform is legal and trustworthy, because

it will mean that it meets the standards of different regulations to ensure customer safety.

Is it Provably Fair and has been audited?

For the games to be random and fair, the CSGO casino needs to be Provably Fair, a blockchain-

powered system that ensures all the results are random and transparent. However, for our review

team to give green light to a CSGO gambling site, it must have been audited to prove that their

Provably Fair system works correctly.

Furthermore, we also make sure that the firm that has audited the CSGO casino is a reputable and

trusted one, such as iTech Labs or eCOGRA.

What do the customers have to say about the CS:GO gambling site?

Once you’ve verified that the platform has been licensed, audited and is Provably Fair, it ’s time to

check what the customers have to say about it. Check the ratings, comments and reviews it ’s been

received on different communities and forums, so you can judge yourself if the CSGO casino is

good or not.

This one is likely to take you several hours, but worry not because all of our recommended sites

have already been validated in this aspect. They all are trusted and loved by the CS:GO gambling

community.

What games does it offer?

At this stage, you have a CSGO casino that ’s licensed, audited, Provably Fair and backed up by the

community, so it ’s time to analyze their selection of games. We make sure that they offer solid

games such as CSGO Roulette, Crash, Mines, Towers, Plinko, CSGO Poker, Coinflip, Dice, etc.



Keep in mind that a good CSGO site does not need to offer all the CSGO games in existence, as

long as they’re exceptional in the games they offer. For example, CSGOEmpire only offers Roulette

and Coinflip, but it ’s the best platform for playing both games. Despite its limited catalog, it ’s still

one of the top CSGO casinos in 2023.

Therefore, make sure to review the quantity and the quality of the games that a CSGO gambling

site offers, so you can perform an objective analysis.

That ’s why we have recommended sites for every game. Be it Crash, Roulette, Coinflip or any other

game, you can find a great recommendation in our list.

Are the bonuses and promotions good?

You need to judge if the bonuses and promos are good. For starters, the site should offer a good

welcome bonus, be it matched, free skins or free cash. Furthermore, the bonus(es) need to come

along with easy wagering requirements, so you can actually use it to increase your earnings.

To judge if a bonus or promotion is good, you need to analyze the Terms and Conditions, a

process that will require several hours per site. Our team has already done this for you, so you can

just go and claim generous, fair and easy-to-cash-out bonuses and promos.

What payment methods do they offer?

Every site from our list supports payment methods in different categories such as eWallets,

debit/credit cards, CS:GO skins, crypto, prepaid cards, mobile payments, and bank transfers. The

site you choose should offer you this kind of variety.

Furthermore, you also need to make sure that the fees for deposits/withdrawals are small or non-

existent in the best of cases, and should come along with fast processing times.

Is it equipped with strong online security protocols and tech?

Now it ’s time to analyze what security protocols and tech they use to protect your information and

assets. The site should have a valid SSL certificate from a company like Comodo, use a Content

Distribution Network such as CloudFlare, offer security measures such as 2FA, have a clean record

free from data leaks or hacks, and a dedicated online security team.

Does the site offer competent customer support service?

It ’s also important that the site can handle your questions and issues efficiently. Start by checking

that the site offers multi-channel customer support such as via live chat, email, phone, social

media, etc.

After that, you need to check if the site’s customer support team can answer your queries fast and

efficiently. Unfortunately, this will require you to contact the CSGO casino via every channel they



offer, to judge the quality of the service yourself.

This process can take hours if not days, but since we’ve already verified that every site from our list

offers fast and efficient customer support service, you don’t have to worry about it.

Is it mobile friendly?

Even though it ’s not mandatory for a CSGO gambling site to be mobile friendly, it ’s a huge plus.

Make sure to test the mobile website and the mobile app, to see if you have access to all or the

majority games, if the platform works well on your device and if it offers a solid gambling

experience.

Once again, doing this on your own can take quite a while, but we’ve already validated that

platforms like CSGOPolygon are awesome for mobile gambling.

Types of Bonuses on CS:GO Gambling Website (Free
Coins, Credits & More)

CS:GO gambling sites offer different types of bonuses, so you can get motivated to join them as

soon as possible. Here you will find a review on the different promotions you can claim at these

casinos.

Matched Bonus

This bonus will award you with a fixed extra percentage on your first deposit(s). For example, if the

offer reads as “Get 100% extra up to $100”, then if you deposit $100, you will get an extra $100,

leaving you with a bankroll of $200.00 USD.

Free CSGO Skins Bonus

All you have to do is to enter your promo code and you will obtain a bonus of free CSGO skins,

which you can use to bet on different games such as Crash, Coinflip, Dice, Roulette, etc. You can

convert them to the internal currency of the site as well, in case you prefer to gamble that way.

Free Money Bonus

The site can also bring you a free money bonus, which will reward you with a specific amount of

the internal currency of the platform. It can be free diamonds, coins, tokens, etc. You can use them

to play the games available at the CSGO casino, so you can start collecting your very first profits.

Cashback Bonus

There are some bonuses that can bring you cashback on every bet you place. Our sites also offer

this type of promo, so you can claim them in case that suits your gambling style better. The best



site in this aspect is FarmSkins because it brings a serious cashback that you can use to buy more

cases.

Exclusive Guide to CS:GO Betting - Pro Tips

If you’re new to CS:GO gambling and you want to make sure that you get started the right way,

then this guide will bring you the pro tips you need to start winning from the first day.

Create a dedicated CSGO gambling bankroll

You need to decide what percentage of your CSGO skins inventory or money you want to use for

gambling. Make sure that it ’s money or skins you won’t miss or need in case you lose it all, this way

you will relieve yourself from the mental and emotional pressure that gambling can put onto you.

Choose your favorite games

You need to test different games in order to find which ones you like the most. Once you’ve

identified your favorite games, it ’s time for you to learn all about them, including their rules, odds

and possible strategies.

Create a bankroll management strategy

You need to create a sound bankroll management strategy, so you can decide how much to bet in

each round, when to cut losses, when to cash out profits, when to inject more money into your

bankroll, etc. Make sure to set up rules that you will follow no matter what, so you can protect

your capital and actually make it grow.

Set a specific time for CSGO gambling

We get it that CSGO gambling is fun and can keep you entertained for hours and hours, but it

shouldn’t consume most of your day. This is when the problems start happening, so make sure to

set up a specific time of your day for playing at CSGO casinos, so you can call it a day once you

consume your daily limit.

Take advantage of promotions and giveaways

Sites like CSGORoll can really boost your bankroll thanks to their promotions and giveaways.

Thanks to them, you can win free skins and coins, which you can cash out and use the way you

wish. Monitor the sites you join, so you can be amongst the first to know about new giveaways and

promotions to use them to your advantage.

Does Provably Fair Really Make CS:GO Sites
Trustworthy?



Most of the CS:GO gambling sites are Provably Fair… but does this technology really guarantee

that a platform is safe, random and trustworthy? We’ll analyze this matter in detail, to bring you

the answers you’re looking for.

It must have have been audited

As we’ve seen before, the CSGO casino must have been audited to determine that their Provably

Fair system is truly random and transparent. If it ’s been audited by a good firm like iTech Labs, then

you can rest assured that the site is truly fair and random.

It should come along with a valid license

The Provably Fair CSGO casino also needs to hold a license from a competent authority such as

Malta, Gibraltar, Curacao or Isle of Man, to make sure that it meets the necessary security,

transparency and legal standards.

It must allow you to check the records easily

A proper Provably Fair CSGO casino must make it easy for you to check the records of each game,

so you can test the system yourself or use the data to build your own gambling strategy. Sites that

bring easy access include CSGORoll and CSGOEmpire.

How to Choose the Perfect CS:GO Casino Site For You

This section will help you to decide what type of CSGO gambling site will match you the best, so

you can pick it and start playing today.

1. What games do you like the most?

Start by filtering the sites based on the games you like the most. If you want to play Crash, then

you could join sites like CSGOCock, CSGORoll or WTFSkins.

2. What bonuses do you want to claim?

Once you’ve identified the sites that are the best offering the games you want to play, it ’s time to

check if they offer the type of bonuses, promos and offers you want to claim.

3. What payment methods do you want to use?

Now, it ’s time to check if they support the payment methods you want to use. For example, if you

want a site that covers as many games as possible and supports a wide variety of

cryptocurrencies, then you should join CSGO500.

4. Are you a high roller?



Finally, make sure that the CSGO casino you choose offers the bet, deposit and withdrawal limits

you need, especially if you’re a high roller.

After answering these four questions, it should be easy for you to pick your perfect CS:GO

gambling site.
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